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Key Takeaways
 ⯈   “Governance begins with strong company values” – what is your organizations purpose and how do you intend to follow through? 
 ⯈  Companies should engage in purpose discussions and deep listening exercises to establish values frameworks. Decision making 

should be driven through the values framework.
 ⯈ �Boards�traditionally�tilt�towards�financial�metrics�and�risk�metrics�but�need�to�occasionally�“take�off�the�liability�hat.”�If�one�of�your�

company values is transparency and accountability, the board should learn to “lean into the values.”
 ⯈  Connecting your values framework to business strategy and then practice is essential. The connection to values should be 

understood at a granular level in order to see it through.  
 ⯈  We are in the midst of a major generational shift as millennials become the largest generation in the workforce. Millennial 

employees are very vocal about their desire to work for companies whose values align with their own. 
 ⯈  Boards and executives should have their pulse on the employees and operations of their company in order to foster a genuine 

working culture and avoid polarizing politics. Many shared that it is crucial to their operations to understand what values are 
driving their employees.
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Takeaways – Spotlight on the “G” in ESG: 
Societal Shifts Collide with
Traditional Corporate Governance

On October 6, 2020, Paul, Weiss and Nasdaq organized a joint roundtable via Zoom leading over 40 general counsel’s, heads 
of sustainability, corporate secretaries and board members in a discussion regarding how societal upheavals, such as COVID-19 
and Black Lives Matter, have accelerated the collision between ESG considerations and traditional corporate governance. The 
guiding�theme�for�our�discussion�was�how�companies—specifically�their�boards�and�executives—can�more�effectively�adapt�to�
rapidly evolving changes in corporate governance while also taking into account ESG opportunities and challenges.  

Dave�Curran,�Paul,�Weiss�Chief�Sustainability�and�ESG�Officer,�moderated�the�discussion.�He�was�joined�by�Joan�Conley,�
Nasdaq’s Senior Vice President and Corporate Secretary; Michael Zuckert, General Counsel of Silicon Valley Bank Financial 
Group;�and�Anne�MacDonald,�former�Chief�Marketing�Officer�at�Citigroup�and�Macy’s�and�current�board�member�of�Hiscox,�
Inc.�The�conversation�focused�on�how�organizations�can�leverage�high-profile�social�movements�as�catalysts�to�prepare,�
document�and�implement�improved�efforts�to�support�ESG�initiatives,�mitigate�correlated�legal�risks�and�better�connect�
internally across organizational silos. 

Key�takeaways�from�the�discussion�are�identified�below.�(These�discussions�are�off-the-record,�meaning�only�those�interested�
in receiving attribution for their comments are named.)
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 ⯈  Some companies are disclosing information in the interest of ESG transparency rather than focusing solely on mitigating 
litigation risk. Some commented that publishing of metrics drives action, shepherds change and fosters measurement of 
company progress. 

 ⯈  When issuing ESG metrics, companies should think about what it will take to achieve the goal commensurate with the 
metric.�The�process�of�figuring�out�what�it�is�going�to�take�is�as�important�as�anything�else.�

 ⯈ “ Stakeholder capitalism is real” and it is challenging boards and management to meet shifting expectations.
 ⯈  Many felt that transparency within your organization and with your employees at all levels allows for increased 

communication and problem solving within the organization, and better public perception outside. It is important to create 
a�culture�where�your�employees�go�to�you,�rather�than�social�media�sites�or�regulators�in�the�first�instance,�to�flag�issues�
and discuss concerns. 

 ⯈  Growing ESG regulatory requirements in the EU and UK are increasingly changing the way U.S. organizations govern.  
We are seeing a direct correlation between these three jurisdictions more than ever before. 

 ⯈  Companies need to pressure test their operations in order to “predict the present” and identify areas of concern.  
Your organization’s future planning is only as strong as your ability to plan for the present. 

Tuesday’s roundtable was the first of a series we plan to host on these topics. We hope you are able to join us for 
future events, where we will discuss: 

 ⯈ Boards and management pressure-testing their preparedness planning to strengthen organizational resiliency.
 ⯈  Companies strengthening their governance, legal and operational infrastructure to accommodate the new world order 

brought about by major social movements.
 ⯈  Legal departments, boards and their outside advisors are increasingly playing a leading role in matching purpose to action 

and working across functions to improve ESG progress and engagement.
 ⯈  Companies should ensure that mission-critical initiatives have genuine and continuous support from the company, including 

C-Suite ownership and budget, cross-functional engagement and documentation.
 ⯈  Companies should identify vulnerabilities and prevent investigations, litigation and adverse reputational outcomes before 

they are judged through a critical look-back lens.

For more information about Paul, Weiss’s ESG Advisory Practice, please explore here:  
https://www.paulweiss.com/practices/sustainability-esg

For more information about NASDAQ’s suite of board and governance tools, please explore here: 
https://www.nasdaq.com/solutions/governance/center-for-board-excellence
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